Device and Device SDK Working Group

Notes for September 28 2020

Issues

- device-sdk-go #590 (access to list of known devices) – this can be done already
- device-sdk-go #598 (provision watcher matching)
  - Match should succeed if any protocolproperties set matches regardless of other protocolproperties
  - Specification to be clarified
- device-sdk-go #457 (endianness for float/double)
  - Nothing to do for this in Hanoi, will be resolved in Ireland (breaking change)
  - Consider removing the binary representation of floats in Ireland
- edgex-docs PR #247 (ADR #11 updates)
  - Inconsistent naming of type field in Reading – resolved this should be valueType

Dependabot

- At this stage of the release cycle we will not be taking anything other than patch releases for external dependencies. Lenny to look at whether Dependabot can be instructed to ignore major/minor updates until a fixed date, eg the Ireland release date.

Conventional Commits

- Iain to co-ordinate specification of available scopes for each repository